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Introduction
Understand how decisions are made by an AI, 
why this decision?

Retrieved from How XAI can help us trust AI

https://medium.com/altaml/how-explainable-artificial-intelligence-xai-can-help-us-trust-ai-8f01b574102d


Introduction
eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI)
à Methods which aim to be understandable for humans

How to determine the best XAI method?
à User-centric evaluation



Research Questions

1. How do different XAI methods perform on a 
selection of evaluation criteria?
Which is the best performing method?

2. Is there a preference towards local or global
explanations for AI experts?



Research Hypotheses

A. AI novices prefer local over global explanations

B. Explanations increase users’ trust in a system



Methodology



Scope of the benchmark study and
the different building blocks of the designed questionnaire 
were guided by six design decisions (D1 - D6)

Design Decisions
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Target Audience & Use Case (D1 & D2)

• Students with 
different backgrounds:
- AI novices
- AI experts

Target Audience Use Case

• Admissions process 
of students for 
graduate schools



Use Case (D2)

“Graduate Admission” dataset:

Accepted or Rejected?

❖ GRE Scores ( out of 340 )
❖ TOEFL Scores ( out of 120 )
❖ University Rating ( out of 5 )
❖ Statement of Purpose and Letter of 

Recommendation Strength ( out of 5 )
❖ Undergraduate GPA ( out of 10 )
❖ Research Experience ( either 0 or 1 )
❖ Chance of Admit ( ranging from 0 to 1 )

❖ Chance of Admit : True or False

University Learning Analytics Dataset” 



XAI Methods (D3)

• Model-agnostic, post hoc XAI methods
• Inclusion of most popular ones: LIME and SHAP
• Local vs Global

LIME (Local)

SHAP (Local) SHAP (Global)

PDP (Global)

Local
vs

Global
Local vs Local Global vs Global



XAI Methods (D3)

We are able to generate 4 different types of explanations.



XAI Methods (D3)
LIME (Local)



XAI Methods (D3)

SHAP (Local)



XAI Methods (D3)
SHAP (Global)



XAI Methods (D3)
PDP (Global)



Black Box Model (D4)

• 3 models implemented: SVM, RF, MLP
- All performed equally well with similar explanations

RF

MLP

SVM
RF



Training and validation of Classification models

Very similar performance 
on test data

Random Forest Clf. Support Vector 
Machines Clf. Multi-layer Perceptron Clf.VS VS



Evaluation Criteria (D5)
• Understandability

From the explanation, does the user understand how the model makes a decision?

• Usefulness
Is the explanation useful to the user, to make better decisions or to perform an action?

• Trustworthiness
Does the explanation increase the user’s trust in the model?

• Informativeness
Does the explanation provide sufficient information to explain how the model makes
decisions?

• Satisfaction
Does the explanation of the model satisfy the user?



Questionnaire Design (D6)



Questionnaire Design (D6)

Who

What

Duration
+
Privacy 
Awareness



Questionnaire Design (D6)

● english-speaking

● program stage

● field of study

● AI experience

● knowledge XAI methods



Questionnaire Design (D6)

Story to give 
context information



Questionnaire Design (D6)
“Mary had the feeling that her high GRE scores and glowing letter of 
recommendation would make up for her poor GPA.”



Questionnaire Design (D6)
“It was generated by Dream University's AI system which was based on past 
applicants at the university.”

Feature values are ambiguously spreaded:

“Since the university is highly ranked with 
competitive students, their dataset also 
only contains students with high grades.”



Questionnaire Design (D6)

Raw explanation
generated by 
XAI method



Questionnaire Design (D6)

Additional 
description
of explanation 
to disambiguate

Evaluation / Rating
on likert scale



Questionnaire Design (D6)
To assist non-technical people in interpreting the XAI graph

Partial dependency {GPA} → 
{acceptance}:

“In the y-axis, positive values mean that 
there is a higher likeness or chance of 
being accepted, while zero implies no 
average impact on being accepted 
according to the model.”



Survey Process

Trial Run
• Send questionnaire to a few 

“test participants“ 
• Receive feedback & estimate time 
• Incorporate feedback

Final Roll-Out
• Distribution through multiple channels
• Survey was open for 3-4 weeks 
• Ultimately received 60 responses

Google Forms: https://forms.gle/R6SfrwX13EVwgyfJA

https://forms.gle/R6SfrwX13EVwgyfJA


Results and Discussion



Background of Respondents

AI Novices =  60%

AI Experts = 40% 



Research Questions



Respondents’ Evaluation of XAI Methods

Overview of Results

Mean score on 7-point likert scale with standard deviation for all evaluation criteria



(1)

Comparison of Criteria

Usefulness



(2)

(3)

Comparison of Criteria

Informativeness



Comparison of Criteria

Understandability Satisfaction

Mean > 4



Research Question 2
Is there a preference towards local or global explanations for AI experts?

● First and foremost, unbiased evaluation, as scope was not mentioned
● AI experts have the knowledge to successfully derive additional information 

from global methods



Research Hypotheses



Hypothesis A: AI novices prefer local over global
explanations.

Local explanations aim to explain
the reasoning of a model for the
results for an individual user query.

Less overwhelming for 
novices

Why might this be true?



Hypothesis A
AI novices prefer local over global explanations

AI novices’ evaluation of 
local and global methods



Hypothesis B: Explanations increase users’ trust in a 
system.

Why might this be true?

The intuition behind the second
hypothesis is that an ML model is
expected to be trusted more by
students when its prediction is
complemented with an explanation.

Trust is crucial for effective
human interaction with AI
systems



Hypothesis B
Explanations increase users’ trust in a system

Mean score on 7-point likert
scale with standard deviation 
for trust evaluation criteria



Additional Findings



AI Novices Prefer PDP

Is the scoring for AI experts’ greater than
the one of AI novices for all XAI methods ? NO!!!

Mean and standard deviations for all evaluations regarding PDP



Discrepancy of SHAP
Discrepancy between SHAP – AI novices and experts



Correlations Between Criteria and Across Methods

LIME

SHAP-local

SHAP-global

PDP

LIME
SHAP

-local
SHAP

-globa
l
PDP



Correlation Analysis

Spearman rank correlation
● Correlation between criteria

● Increasing correlation within a method, 
from first to last method in questionnaire



Conclusion



Conclusion

Ranking of XAI Methods:

1.PDP
2. LIME

3. SHAP Local and Global

High Correlation within a XAI method
Low Correlation over all methods



Conclusion

AI Experts 

PDP (+)
global SHAP (+)

AI Novices

PDP (+)
global SHAP (-)

Significant for Satisfaction and Informativeness

Preference for Global:



Conclusion

Do explanations increase trust in a system?

1.PDP and LIME (> Neutral)
2. SHAP Local and Global (< Neutral)



AI Novices
Need for Tailored

Explanation

Ranking
1. PDP
2. LIME

3. SHAP Local and Global

Trust
1.PDP and LIME 

2. SHAP Local and Global

Q & A Time
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